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“Special support package for the members” with the cooperation of DenizBank and
Istanbul Chamber of Commerce

Turuncular offers “Support Credit for your Capital” special
to the members of Istanbul Chamber of Commerce with
maturities up to 72 months
DenizBank SME Banking differentiating itself with the products and services tailored to the needs
of enterprises has put into use the “Support Package” which includes “Support Credit for your
Capital” with a grace period of 3 months and with maturities up to 72 months. In the scope of
this “Support Package”, DenizBank is targeting to grant YTL 150 million credit to enterprises
which are members of Istanbul Chamber of Commerce.
Considering the fact that the most important problem of enterprises is that they can not sufficiently
benefit from the financial intermediaries, DenizBank is continuing to take steps to cover the gap in
this field with its products and services.
Taking into consideration the demands and needs of its enterprises and offering solutions
accordingly, DenizBank SME Banking has made a cooperation with Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
which works non-stop to provide its members with attractive financing opportunities and vitalized a
completely new credit package designed for the enterprises that are members of Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce.
“Support Credit for your Capital”, the first credit offering long term financing option for
enterprises’ capital needs to purchase product and services, provides enterprises with the
opportunity of meeting their capital needs with 6-year maturities by showing their real estates as
collaterals. On the other hand, this new credit putting forth special interest advantages for the
members of Istanbul Chamber of Commerce can be utilized with a grace period of 3 months, if its
amount does not exceed YTL 500 thousand.
Giving a speech in the ceremony, Hakan Ateş CEO of DenizBank Financial Services Group stated:
“When we compare ourselves with foreign countries, we see that our small and medium scale
enterprises which are the most important engines of our economy can not access and benefit from
financial intermediaries at a satisfactory level. DenizBank, noticing this vital deficiency, has taken
leading steps for the last three years in SME banking and offered one after another new products and
services designed for our enterprises. And the chambers of commerce representing our enterprises
helped and supported us in every phase of this process. And today, we are feeling the proud of
activating one more beautiful example of this fruitful synergy created nation-wide between financial
sector and professional organizations. As DenizBank, we grew by 167 % in the last two years. We are
now offering the “Support Credit for your Capital”, which I believe, will add a new impetus to this
rapid growing trend, at the disposal of our enterprises with the contributions of Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce. “Support Credit for your Capital” which we will be offering to the members of Istanbul
Chamber of Commerce is a first in this sector thanks to its advantages.

For further information about “Support Credit for your Capital”, you can click on
www.denizbank.com , visit DenizBank branches or call 444 0 800

